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ABSTRACT
The past decade has seen a significant amount of academic and industrial research
into interconnect topologies that employ optical channels for next generation high
speed communication systems. Integrated optical interconnects have taken center
stage in tackling channel loss limitations of traditional electrical links and band-
width requirements for inter-chip and intra-chip signal processing for multi-core pro-
cessors. Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) optical interconnect architectures
based on microring resonator devices offer a low-area and energy-efficient approach
to realize both high-speed modulation and WDM with high-speed transmit-side ring
modulators and high-Q receive-side drop filters.
At the heart of silicon photonics is the silicon microring resonator. These high-
Q refractive devices can achieve high contrast ratios with their small footprint and
enable distance independent communication. A major challenge to the use of mi-
croring resonators is the sensitivity of their resonance wavelength to process and
fabrication imperfections and temperature perturbations. To curtail the effects of
resonance wavelength drifts, stabilization schemes are implemented to properly align
the resonance wavelength of the microring device with the input laser wavelength.
This thesis work focuses on three main issues. Firstly, the sources and effects
of mismatch in silicon microring resonators are identified. Secondly, a review of lit-
erature is done to examine existing resonance wavelength stabilization techniques.
Based on the reference search tuning algorithm, a new dual-loop tuning method
which combines the benefits of bias-based and thermal-based tuning schemes is pro-
posed. Furthermore, we evaluate the tuning efficiency of some existing and the
proposed tuning schemes using a statistical model to determine optimal power and
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speed efficiency. Modeling results of carrier injection ring resonator devices with
common thermal tuning and the new dual-bias/thermal scheme reveals that the lat-
ter scheme offers ∼ 50% improvement in power with small variations and close to
16X speed improvement.
Finally, the tuning control loop is fabricated in GP 65nm CMOS process. Transmit-
side and receive-side are independently implemented for a 5-channel WDM system.
Measurement results are presented in both cases. The transmitter IC achieved both
static and dynamic tuning, stabilizing ring resonance wavelength in the midst of tem-
perature fluctuations from an adjacent ring. The total power consumed was 5.17mW
while covering a wavelength tuning range of ∼ 0.8nm. Static tuning was succesfully
demonstrated for the receiver IC. A tuning range of 0.7nm was achieved over a 2mA
dynamic range of current.
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NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
ARM Adiabatic Resonant Microring
BER Bit Error Rate
BHD Balanced Homodyne Detection
CMOS Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
DAC Digital-to-Analog Converter
ER Extinction Ratio
FSM Finite State Machine
I/O Input and Output
IC Integrated Circuit
LSB Least Significant Bit
MR Microring Resonator
MSB Most Significant Bit
MSM Metal Semiconductor
MZI Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
FSR Free Spectral Range
FWHM Full Width Half Maximum
PD Photodiode
PWM Pulse Width Modulation
Q Quality Factor
QCSE Quantum-Confined Stark effect
vi
RX Receiver
SDM Sigma-Delta Modulation
SOI Silicon-on-Insulator
TIA Transimpedance Amplifier
TX Transmitter
WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing
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1. INTRODUCTION
The growing speed and power requirements for data processing and computation
has pushed for higher bandwidth demands for both intra- and inter-chip commu-
nication. Inter-chip input-output (I/O) bandwidth however has not kept up with
processing performance scaling [13]. Although transceiver circuits can operate in the
Gb/s range, channel characteristics have been a major limitation to link performance.
The frequency dependent loss of electrical interconnects coupled with signal
crosstalk and loss due to impedance mismatch have posed a major challenge in their
use for high-speed I/O link designs. Multiple high-speed links and complex equal-
ization techniques need to be employed to compensate for the loss of band-limited
electrical channels in order to achieve good data integrity and high BERs required
in many high-speed applications [14].
Optical interconnects are emerging as a potential substitute to traditional elec-
trical interconnects in building next-generation communication systems, attracting
substantial research in recent years. With their ability to provide much greater
bandwidth, lower power consumption, decreased interconnect delays, resistance to
electromagnetic interference and reduced signal crosstalk [15], optical interconnects
are suitable for dense and more energy-efficient interconnect systems. Silicon pho-
tonics allows for the use of a single waveguide to host multiple data channels by
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) [16]. A key component in silicon photonic
links is the microring resonator (MR). Ring resonator based photonic links make
possible distance-independent connectivity whose bandwidth scales with the degree
of WDM.
The resonant wavelength of these high-Q silicon MRs however is very susceptible
1
Figure 1.1: Energy cost assuming 65nm CMOS and 1σ = 1nm
to fabrication errors and temperature variations [17,18]. Resonance wavelength drift
affects the performance of the MR. This prompts the need for dynamic resonant
wavelength tuning which can be achieved by adjusting the refractiive index of the
ring resonator device thermally, electrically or both. Tuning however comes at an
energy cost and speed penalty. As can be seen in Fig. 1.1, at lower data rates, a
large portion of the overall link power budget is dominated by tuning power and
with devices displaying time constants in the range of 100µs, tuning speed could
become critical in high I/O count systems. This has motivated extensive research
into device and system design to improve both power efficiency and tuning speed of
tuning techniques for practical low power silicon photonic links.
This thesis examines the causes and effects of resonance wavelength drifts in
silicon MRs and does a comparative analysis of existing wavelength stabilization
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schemes. New tuning techniques that make for power efficient and fast tuning are
proposed. Key algorithms and circuit blocks needed for tuning are discussed as well.
1.1 Organization
In order to understand the source of mismatch in resonance wavelength of silicon
ring devices, a proper background in the nature and composition of silicon MRs is
necessary. Section 2 therefore presents an overview of optical links. Different blocks
within the silicon photonic platform are described. The nature of variations and their
effect on the resonance frequency of silicon MRs are also discussed. Also covered in
this section are some state-of-the art work in tuning for silicon MRs.
Section 3 delves into tuning efficiency modelling and comparison of existing tun-
ing mechanisms. Different tuning schemes are examined based on their merits and
demerits. The tuning model methodology is presented and key results are discussed.
Section 4 focuses on tuning systems. Tuning circuitry design and simulations
are presented. Also discussed are the considerations to be taken into account in
implementing both transmitter and receiver side tuning. Proposed tuning schemes
are verified and experimental results are presented as well.
Finally, in Section 5 a summary of the conclusion of this work is presented.
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2. BACKGROUND
Before delving into the intricacies of silicon MRs, it is important to understand the
various blocks and components that come together to form a high speed optical WDM
link. This section provides an overview of the silicon photonic devices. We investigate
the basic structure and principle of the ring resonator and identify the types that
exist. Sources and effects of non-idealities in silicon MRs are also discussed. We also
take a look at a silicon ring resonator based WDM link. The section ends with a
discussion of some existing resonance wavelength tuning algorithms and the proposed
reference search tuning algorithm.
2.1 Silicon Photonic Components
2.1.1 Optical Modulators
Modulation involves altering the fundamental dynamics of a substance. In much
the same way as electrical modulation exists in electrical links, optical modulation
is pivotal in optical links. Optical modulation in simple terms is the modulation of
a light source internally (directly) or by external means. Although direct modula-
tion can be compact, straightforward and inexpensive, external modulation is more
advantageous. External modulation allows for higher speed operation, low chirp ef-
fect, large extinction ratio and the flexibility to allow for both amplitude and phase
modulations [15, 19].
Optical modulators are devices that can alter different parameters such as am-
plitude, phase or the polarity of a light beam. This modification of light can be the
result of exposing the modulator to some physical effect such as an electric field, tem-
perature change or an acoustic wave. A number of mechanisms exist to electrically
manipulate the refractive index of modulating materials, the common ones being
4
Figure 2.1: Cross-sections of silicon optical modulator device structures - (a) carrier
accumulation (b) carrier injection and (c) carrier depletion mode devices [1]
the Franz-Keldysh effect, the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) and the Kerr
effect [19]. These however have been shown to be weak in pure silicon and hence re-
quire the introduction of a secondary material which complicates the design process.
The plasma dispersion effect which achieves a change in both the real and imaginary
parts of the refractive index by the concentration of free charges has been identified
as the most common effect used in modulating silicon optical modulators [1].
Depending on how charge carriers are manipulated using the plasma dispersion
effect, three types of modulators can be realized. These are the carrier accumulation,
carrier injection and carrier depletion devices.
As seen in Fig. 2.1(a), carrier accumulation based devices are in simple terms
equivalent to a MOS capacitor where the two doped halves of the waveguide structure
are separated with a thin insulating layer of SiO2. Light absorption by accumulation
of carriers is not sufficiently strong in the telecommunication wavelengths of 1.3µm
and 1.55µm [20] hence carrier accumulation based devices are the least common
among the three.
Carrier injection mode devices are p− i− n junction based devices. The heavily
doped p-type and n-type regions are separated by an intrinsic area which defines
the waveguide region as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). The device operates in forward bias
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mode where free charge carriers are injected into the intrinsic region resulting in a
change in the refractive index. Carrier injection devices allow for low insertion loss
operation, high extinction ratios and are highly tunable. However they exhibit a low
bandwidth which is limited by the long lifetime of minority charge carriers.
Carrier depletion devices (Fig. 2.1(c)) on the other hand operate as a PN junction
in reverse biase mode. By applying a reverse bias voltage, the depletion region in
the waveguide becomes larger [19]. Depletion mode devices are suitable for higher
modulation speeds compared to carrier injection devices due to their reliance on
electric-field induced majority carrier dynamics but device speed is majorly limited
by the RC constant [21]. However due to its limited modulation depth it has a higher
insertion loss and very limited tunability.
Three important parameters that characterize the performance of optical modu-
lators are defined below;
Extinction Ratio (ER) - also referred to as the modulation depth, is defined
as the ratio of the output power of the device when it is in ON state to when it is in
OFF state [15]. It is mostly expressed in decibels (dB) and sometimes as percentage.
A high ER is required to achieve good receiver sensitivity and BER.
Bandwidth - the modulation bandwidth or speed is the defined as the frequency
at which the modulation is reduced to 50% of its maximum value [19]. High data
rate links require very high modulation speeds.
Insertion Loss - this metric encapsulates the total loss of the device when used
in a photonic circuit. It includes loss due to reflection, absorption, coupling and is
significant because of its effect on the overall link budget [19]. Typical values are in
the range of 5− 7dB.
There is an inherent trade-off between these parameters. The insertion loss in-
creases with device length whereas the bandwidth is inversely related to the device
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length. The insertion loss also trades-off with the ER [15]. Other important features
that are considered in the choice of optical modulators are the power consumption
and the footprint of the device.
Figure 2.2: A Mach-Zehnder Interferometer [2]
There are two main optical modulators that convert an alteration in refractive
index to intensity modulation based on the plasma dispersion effect. Firstly is the
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI) shown in Fig. 2.2 which is mainly useful for
phase modulation. Even though they are wavelength insensitive, they occupy large
footprints (∼ 104µm2) and have poor power efficiency. The second type is the ring
resonator based modulators which modify the refractive index based on the resonant
condition [19]. They offer the advantage of relatively small size and hence are suitable
for densed WDM applications and have a higher power efficiency. In the next section,
ring resonator based optical modulators are discussed into more detail
2.1.2 Silicon Microring Resonator
An optical ring resonator is a looped structure constructed from an optical waveg-
uide that is bent over itself. These high-Q devices are refractive in nature and can
7
Figure 2.3: Microring resonator configured as (a) a Notch filter (b) an add-drop filter
achieve very high contrast ratios with small dimensions. In order to modulate a
transmitted signal using the ring resonator, the refractive index of the highly con-
fined ring structure is modified by electrical signaling which induces a sharp tuning
in the resonance wavelength that leads to strong modulation depth changes at or
near resonance [22]. Resonance occurs when the whole number of wavelengths is
equal to the optical path length. In order to be used in an application, the ring has
to be coupled to a straight bus waveguide. Depending upon the number of straight
waveguides it is coupled to, the MR can be configured as a notch (all-pass) filter or
an add-drop filter. Fig. 2.3 illustrates a microring resonator in both configurations.
When a light source is applied to the input port of the waveguide, part of it
travels through to the through port and part of the light is coupled into the optical
ring resonator. The transmission power Pt1 at the output of waveguide of the ring
in a notch filter configuration is obtained as [23]
Pt1 =
α2 + |t|2 − 2α|t| cos(θ + ψt)
1 + α2|t|2 − 2α|t| cos(θ + ψt) (2.1)
8
Figure 2.4: Transmission spectra of a double coupled waveguide MR [3]
where α is the loss coefficient of the ring, |t| represents the coupling losses and
ψt the phase of the coupler. At resonance, (θ + ψt) = 2pim, where m is an integer,
the transmission power becomes [23]
Pt1 =
(α− |t|)2
(1− α|t|)2 (2.2)
In the add-drop configuration, the output power at the drop port of the ring at
resonance is given by [23]
Pt2 =
(1− |t1|2) · (1− |t2|2) · α
(1− α|t1t2|)2 (2.3)
Microring resonators are able to support multiple resonances which are spaced
at wavelength intervals referred to as the free spectral range (FSR) as shown in Fig.
2.4.
The FSR which is a function of the resonant wavelength and the radius of the
ring is defined as:
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FSR =
λ2
ngL
(2.4)
where L is the circumference of the ring or a round trip length and the ng is the
group refractive index which accounts for the wavelength dependent nature of the
effective refractive index of the ring as shown in equation 2.5
ng = neff − λ0dneff
dλ
(2.5)
An important parameter that characterizes the resonance spectrum of the ring
resonator is the resonance width. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) also
known as the 3 dB bandwidth 2δλ of the resonance lineshape [23] is defined by
FWHM = 2δλ =
κ2λ2
piLnneff
(2.6)
where κ is the normalized coupling coefficient of the coupler between the straight
and circular waveguides.
The next parameter of importance is the finesse which is defined as the ratio of
the FSR and the resonance width
F =
FSR
FWHM
(2.7)
Closely related to the finesse is the quality factor Q of the ring resonator. It is a
measure of the sharpness of the resonance with respect to its central frequency [24].
Q =
λ
FWHM
(2.8)
The Q-factor can also be regarded as the stored energy divided by the power lost
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per optical cycle [23].
2.1.3 Waveguide Photodetector
A photodetector is a device used for optical-to-electrical conversion. The photo-
diodes (PD) generate a current which is proportional to photons absorbed from an
incident light. Bandwidth of photodetectors is an essential parameter. In order to
achieve high data rate operations, the input capacitance of the photodetector must
be kept small enough. This presents an inherent trade-off between the bandwidth
and the responsivity (the amount of photocurrent produced per watt of input optical
power [25]) of the device.
Typically, photodetectors have been made of p − i − n diodes. Due to the
area trade-off between having a high bandwidth and achieving good photo response,
conventional lateral p − i − n photodiodes however are not suitable for integrated
photonics. Recent years have seen the development of alternate device structures
that promise high bandwidth and responsitivity such as metal-semiconductor-metal
(MSM) diodes [25] and SiGe based photodetectors [26].
2.2 Ring Resonator Based High Speed WDM Links
One fundamental advantage of optical communication is the ability to multiplex
several different wavelengths onto a single waveguide and to be able to demultiplex
them via WDM. With their small footprint, by cascading a number of MRs along
the same waveguide bus, the MR naturally lends itself for WDM operation.
Fig. 2.5 illustrates a silicon based integrated WDM link. A multi-wavelength
comb laser is coupled onto the chip using an optical coupler. In the ring modu-
lator bank, the MRs encode the data onto their respective resonant wavelengths.
The modulated signals are then propagated along the waveguide until they reach a
matching drop ring filter of specific wavelength in the filter bank. The signal is then
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Figure 2.5: Silicon MR based WDM link [4]
converted back to the electrical domain using a PD for the optical receiver to form
a bit decision.
2.3 Microring Device Mismatches
Assuming the mth resonant wavelength λ of an MR is given as [5]:
neff · L = m · λ (2.9)
where neff is the effective refractive index and L is a round trip length, a simple
derivative of equation 2.9 can yield [5]
δλ
λ
=
δL
L
+
δneff
neff
(2.10)
From 2.10, it is evident that variations (δλ) in resonant wavelength can arise
either from the effective index δneff variation or variations in the device perimeter
length δL [5].
As mentioned earlier, the effective index neff is very sensitive to device and
fabrication error and has a high thermal susceptibility. Non-idealities resulting from
device and process tolerance are classified as static and can be relatively large (up to
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±10nm ) whereas those due to temperature fluctuations are classified as dynamic and
are relatively small (under ±1nm with ±10◦C) [5,17]. Ring resonant wavelength shift
standard deviations in WDM links can be local where each ring’s wavelength drift is
uncorrelated with the adjacent ring. There also exists the possibility of systematic
standard deviations where there is global shift in resonant wavelength across all rings
in a particular direction [16].
Figure 2.6: Resonant wavelength shift due to manufacturing imperfections [5]
The main factors that contribute to manufacturing variations include variations
in waveguide width, silicon layer thickness, etch depth, material stress and interface
roughness. [5] reports resonant wavelength shifts of upto ±14nm due to variations
in silicon thickness. As can be seen in Fig. 2.6, waveguide width and etch depth
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variations can result in upto ±5nm drift in resonant wavelength.
Ring variations due to fabrication and manufacturing errors also depend largely
on the type of wafer employed. Gate poly-silicon on CMOS bulk process has been
observed to have same die mismatches of up to 100GHz and absolute frequency
variation across wafer of 600GHz [27]. Moreover, restricting fabrication to a smaller
area of one wafer, though not economical when it comes to yield and cost, can be
one way to improve resonant wavelength disparities.
The other two manufacturing parameters that affect the effective index of the res-
onant optical device are very related to optical lithography tools and processes em-
ployed in device fabrication [28]. Using a finer CMOS fabrication tool, [29] achieved a
smaller wavelength shift 7.5nm of 3σ variation in waveguide width. Many successful
studies have also been made into creating cascaded microrings with varying resonant
wavelengths in different substrates such glass [30], SiN [31] and silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) substrates [32–34]. A good way to control manufacturing variations will be to
employ static tuning. More on this will be discussed in the subsequent section.
Dynamic mismatches arise due to the strong dependence of the refraction index
of silicon ring resonators on temperature. The high thermo-optic coefficient of silicon
(1.86 × 10−4K−1) coupled with the wavelength selectivity of MRs make them even
more vulnerable to temperature fluctuations [18]. The change in resonant wavelength
of a silicon MR with respect to temperature can be simply given as:
dλ
dT
=
δneff
δT
λo
ng
(2.11)
where neff is the effective index, ng the group index and λo the resonant wave-
length. The resonant wavelength is thus sensitive not only to changes in the absolute
temperature but more importantly to the relative changes in temperature when the
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microring is in operation in an optical link [35]. It is vital to note that due to the
high sensitivity of resonant wavelength to temperature, MR based devices may not
work within typical microelectronic temperature ranges. Temperature changes > 1K
are sufficient to render the ring device inoperable [36,37]. [27] has reported frequency
drifts due to thermal variations in the range of -10GHz/K. Due to the time depen-
dent nature of the dynamic offsets, active (dynamic) tuning needs to be implemented
to compensate for ring non-idealities.
Figure 2.7: Measured Q-factor vs resonance wavelength of nine MRs [4]
A major consequence of resonant wavelength shift on MRs is the degradation in
the Q -factor of the device. As seen in Fig. 2.7, for a 2.5µm radius MRs fabricated
on a 130 nm CMOS SOI wafer, the Q-factor varies from 7750 to 10000 across a
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5.48nm wavelength spread. Another repercussion of resonant wavelength shift is
poor extinction ratio.
2.4 Resonance Wavelength Tuning
As discussed earlier, microring non-idealities require tuning of resonant wave-
lengths to achieve better performance. It is essential to device a means to measure
and monitor the drift in the resonant wavelength of the MR, and a feedback system to
adjust and control the resonant wavelength by whichever method that is used. This
has given rise to many control-based solutions and algorithms for stabilizing the res-
onant wavelength. These control-based schemes generally have a sensing mechanism
and a closed loop feedback control to adjust ring wavelength. An ideal system should
be highly compatible with WDM and must simple and easy to implement. It must
be able to operate in the midst of multiple data carriers in a WDM network. Each of
these schemes can be analyzed on the power needed, the speed of stabilization and
the ease of implementation. Some of these solutions in addition to our proposed and
verified system are discussed below.
2.4.1 Infrared Camera
In [6], C. Qui et. al utilizes a digital infrared camera to measure the scattered
power from two rings. Using a Labview-based program, the scattered power from the
camera is used to control the voltage applied to the micro-heaters for the feedback
control. The virtual feedback control system continuously measures the difference in
scattering from the two rings and accordingly adjusts the heating current based on
the sign of the difference. Fig. 2.8 shows an overview of the system.
Aside the time it will take to achieve resonant wavelength locking, this system is
not integrated and thus will be very expensive in terms of both area and cost to scale
in a compact manner. The system is also susceptible to fabry-perot interference.
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Figure 2.8: Setup for measuring optical scattering for feedback control process [6]
2.4.2 FPGA
E. Timurdogan et. al report the first high-speed and scalable on-chip optical
wavelength stabilization scheme in [7]. An adiabatic resonant microring (ARM)
modulator was used. The setup which is shown in Fig. 2.9 includes a transimpedance
amplifier (TIA) which detects the through port intensity, followed by a 100 KHz low
pass filter and a 10−bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) used to digitize the output
of the filter. An FPGA then makes a decision based on the digitized word. Based
on this decision, a pulse-density-modulated (PDM) signal is generated to tune the
power of the integrated heater.
The decision-making control algorithm for wavelength recovery is designed for
continuous search of the minimum (for the thru port) or maximum (for the drop
port) level. The automated feedback algorithm works with no information about the
on/off resonance levels, quality factor and the frequency offset.
This method also does not offer a completely integrated solution. Moreover, the
technique reported high wavelength recovery time (∼ 200µs) and may be vulnerable
to fabry-perot interference in the optical path.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: (a) Setup for wavelength recovery using an ARM resonator (b) flow
charts for wavelength recovery decision making [7]
2.4.3 BER Measurement
Another tuning method that has been demonstrated is using BER measurement
by [8]. Independent logic 1 and logic 0 bit errors from a receiver are used to form a
decision and a logic circuitry is used to drive an integrated heater. The system block
diagram is shown in Fig. 2.10
Figure 2.10: Block diagram of BER technique [8]
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An XOR gate is used to compare bits detected by a local receiver against what
was transmitted by the driver to the modulator. The errors are accumulated to
determine which side of the resonance the carrier wave resides. The downside is,
BER monitoring is more complicated (requiring circuitry operating at the speed
equivalent to the data rate) and this affects overall power-consumption of the system
and the ease of implementation.
2.4.4 Homodyne Detection
Muliple techniques have explored the generation of an anti-symmetrical error
signal centered about the resonant wavelength. One of such solutions is the use of
homodyne detection as reported in [9]. Balanced homodyne detection locking works
by using the MR with an interferometric structure such as an MZI. A fraction light
coupled to the input port of the MR is interfered with a fraction coupled out from
the drop port of the ring resonator. A diagram of the system and a measured error
signal are shown in Fig. 2.11.
Figure 2.11: (a) Block diagram of homodyne technique (b) measured error signal [9]
The error signal is fed to a loop filter which then controls the tuning heater. The
error detection circuitry is implemented off-chip. Even though balanced homodyne
detection meets most of the requirements for an ideal tuning control system, the
use of an interferometric structure may reduce the ease of implementation as some
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configurations of the MR may not be readily compatible [35]. There is also a huge
power penalty due to taping part of the input power.
2.4.5 Dithering
K. Padmaraju et. al demonstrated the use of the concept of dithering in thermal
tuning control [10,38]. The input optical signal is modulated using thermal dithering.
The photocurrent generated is converted to voltage by a TIA and then amplified.
An analog mixer is then used to mix the amplified signal with the driving dithering
signal. The product is low-pass filtered and processed as an error signal which is
used to generate the appropriate control to the heater. The block diagram is shown
in Fig. 2.12
Figure 2.12: Block diagram of dithering technique [10]
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Although simple and potentially low power, dithering can reduce the modulation
depth of the MR device. Furthermore, the solution is not completely integrated.
2.5 Reference Search Algorithm
The block diagram in Fig. 2.13 and the flow-chart in Fig. 2.14 summarizes the
tuning system operation. The tuning process is controlled by an automatic tuning
loop. The loop includes both a bias DAC and a thermal DAC. A reference DAC is
also available to provide a preset reference with which we compare the output optical
power from the ring. The loop is controlled by a digital finite state machine (FSM)
whose operation is based on the reference search tuning algorithm. The primary aim
of the reference search algorithm is to tune the ring resonator output to a point that
maximizes the ER.
Figure 2.13: Tuning loop
The tuning process starts with defining an initial reference level using the refer-
ence DAC. The optical power from the ring is compared with the preset reference
level using a comparator. The averaged comparator output is used to determine
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whether the ring output power is at the reference point. The tuning DACs are
increased till the ring output is locked to initial reference level.
NO
Start  Tuning
Compare ring 
output with Ref 
DAC
Averaging 
comparator output,
Locking or not?
Decrement
Reference
DAC
Step Back to 
previous
Ref DAC value
Increment
Tuning
DAC
YES
YES
NO Over
Searched?
Figure 2.14: Reference search tuning algorithm
The preset reference level might not be the optimal point that will yield the max-
imum extinction ratio. So the control has a optimal reference search capability. The
reference level is stepped down and tuning process continues till maximum extinction
ratio is achieved. If the reference level progresses such that it falls outside the ring
resonator curve, loss of lock due to over-searching is detected and the reference level
is brought back to the previous optimal point.
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2.5.1 Dynamic Tuning
The reference search algorithm is capable of both static and dynamic operation.
Tuning with randomly modulated data (Fig. 2.15), which obviates bringing the
link down, is achieved by utilizing the same procedure. Note that the convergence
time increases due to higher digital filtering for sufficient optical power averaging.
This tuning mode, however, brings some complications with it. The first issue with
dynamic tuning is that the loop will tune to the average power between the logic
‘0’ and logic ‘1’ positions. Also, in order to achieve a similar extinction ratio in
dynamic-tuning mode, the modulated resonance shift, between data ‘0’ and data ‘1’
should be larger than the resonators full width half maximum, FWHM.
Figure 2.15: Simulation results for dynamic tuning mode [4]
A second complication that comes with dynamic tuning mode is especially im-
portant with multi-channel WDM systems, where the number of available lasers may
be larger than rings. In this case, a mechanism to distinguish between modulated
and unmodulated laser channels is necessary at the receiver, to prevent erroneous
tuning to an empty (unused) laser channel and this is given due consideration in the
design of the algorithm.
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2.6 Summary
Optical interconnects offer great promise to solve low I/O bandwidth challenges
posed in electrical interconnects. To make optical interconnect technology compatible
with existing silicon processes, devices are needed to power the optical-to-electrical-
to-optical signal conversion trail. Some of these devices have been discussed in this
section.
Key among them is the silicon microring resonator. Despite its ability to en-
able densed WDM systems, the sensitivity of the resonance wavelength of this small
footprint devices to fabrication imperfections and environmental temperature per-
turbations causes unpredictable drifts. This puts a constraint on the use of the MR
as additional circuits must be employed to curtail the non-ideal effects of such wave-
length shifts. Control algorithms for achieving resonance wavelength tuning have
been discussed based on their merits and demerits. Table 2.1 shows a comparative
summary of the existing tuning mechanisms.
Table 2.1: Tuning mechanisms summary
Mechanism Logic/Control Ease of Implementation Power∗
Infrared [6] PC/Software Difficult to scale N/R
FPGA [7] FPGA High < 1mW
BER [8] FPGA Low ∼ 550µW
Homodyne [9] Discrete Low N/R
Dithering [10] Discrete Moderate ∼ 385µW
Reference search [4] CMOS High ∼ 180µW
∗Excludes power consumption of the integrated heater
†N/R - Not reported
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As can be seen from table 2.1, the proposed reference search algorithm has the
highest ease of integration and consumes the lowest power. In the next section, we
would look at developing a model to accurately access the tuning power and speed
efficiency of tuning techniques.
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3. TUNING EFFICIENCY MODELING∗
Silicon photonics is particularly promising because of the emergence of techniques
that allow for hybrid integration with silicon chips [39–43] and the potential to build
densed WDM systems that allow for high IO counts. However, as discussed in
Section 2, microring non-idealities require tuning of resonant wavelengths to achieve
better performance. We have already discussed tuning controls and algorithms used
in conditioning the resonance wavelength of ring resonators. In this section, we
would focus on resonant wavelength stabilization techniques. A comparative study
of existing and proposed tuning methods is discussed and efficiency modelling results
are presented.
3.1 Tuning Schemes
When the ring modulator’s resonance wavelength is not accurately aligned to
the input laser wavelength, the result is an undesirable modulation depth. This is
clearly illustrated in Fig. 3.1, resonance wavelength tuning is therefore necessary
to stabilize the ring resonance to make up for any drifts that may have occured by
virtue of fabrication tolerances and temperature variations.
There are several ways by which the resonant wavelength of a MR can be tuned.
As identified earlier, effective index δneff variations account for most variations in
the resonant wavelength. Hence the primary approach to tuning will be to change
the effective index of the microring.
The effective index can be changed in a number of ways [3], these include the use
∗Part of this section is reprinted with permission, from A. Titriku, C. Li, A. Shafik, and S.
Palermo, “Efficiency Modeling of Tuning Techniques for Silicon Carrier Injection Ring Resonators,”
IEEE Optical Interconnects Conference, May 2014. Copyright c©2014 IEEE.
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Figure 3.1: MR transmission curves showing extinction ratio when the resonance
wavelength is (a) not properly aligned and (b) aligned with input laser wavelength [4]
of light via opto-optical effect [44], the use of an electric field (electro-optic effect) [45],
the pumping of free carriers (carrier injection) [46,47] and the application of heat to
the ring (thermo-optic effect) [48]. The two common tuning methods considered are
thermal and carrier injection (bias) tuning.
3.1.1 Thermal Tuning
Thermal tuning is achieved by varying the current through an integrated heater
near the ring resonator, causing an increase in the refractive index of the silicon and
the resonant wavelength to red shift (increased wavelength).
By the thermo-optic effect, the change in refractive index of a material can be as
a result of a change in temperature and a change in density. The change in effective
index with temperature is given as
dn
dT
= −
(
ρδn
δρ
)
T
γ +
(
δn
δT
)
ρ
(3.1)
where ρ is the density of the material and γ is the coefficient of volume expansion
of the material.
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A major advantage of thermal tuning is its potential to cover a wider temperature
tuning range. However due to the poor tuning efficiencies of integrated heaters,
thermal tuning typically consumes more power and is slower due to large thermal
time constants.
Integrated heaters can be categorized into three groups silicon heaters and metal
heaters with and without undercuts. Silicon ring heaters exhibit rather poor tuning
efficiencies in the region of 42µW/GHz [49]. To improve the tuning efficiency of
integrated heaters, thermal isolation of the resonance structure from the silicon sub-
strate is one method that is employed. Undercut metal heater structures are realized
by etching away localized silicon substrate during post processing. This reduces the
thermal impedance by a factor of 24 translating to an order-of-magnitude reduction
in tuning power [21, 27]. Adiabatic microring resonators have been proposed hav-
ing the benefits of allowing interior connections to the resonator while suppressing
spurious optical modes and maintaining a small footprint [50].
Figure 3.2: Tuning power of both of tunable filters with and without isolation [11]
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There exists an inherent trade-off between tuning power and speed for integrated
heaters with thermal isolation trenches. Fang et. al in their work [11] illustrated that
although there was ∼ 12X improvement in tuning power with isolation, the 10%-90%
rise time was ∼ 28X worse as shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. While thermally isolated
structures have been demonstrated to achieve very superior tuning efficiencies as
low as 1.7µW/GHz, it comes at the expense of tuning speed with thermal time
constants as high as ∼ 170µs [21]. Aside speed and complication in fabrication,
another potential problem with undercut structures is thermal crosstalk between
adjacent heaters [27].
Figure 3.3: Temperature-rise response of tunable filter (a) with and (b) without
isolation [11]
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Moreover, it must also be noted that increasing the thermal impedance of the
MR will increase it’s susceptibility to various optical bistability effects, which can
have undesirable effects on its modulation [35,51].
3.1.2 Bias Tuning
Bias tuning involves varying the DC forward-bias current that is applied to the
ring modulator. By changing the carrier density, the effective refractive index de-
creases and ultimately blue-shifts the resonant wavelength. Fig. 3.4 shows the change
in resonance wavelength as the anode voltage of the resonator diode is increased.
Figure 3.4: (a) Transmission spectra of carrier-injection MR at different bias levels
(b) resonance wavelength shift versus bias voltage [4]
This provides the flexibility and the potential for a very fast tuning mechanism [4,
52]. Although this is an effectively fast and low power tuning method, it comes with
the disadvantage of having a limited tuning range, some optical loss and reduction in
quality factor. Another limitation of bias tuning is its availability and effectiveness
to only carrier-injection based MR modulators.
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3.1.3 Dual-loop Tuning
A hybrid tuning technique, denoted as dual-loop tuning involves a smart mix of
bias and thermal tuning to take advantage of the thermal tuning large range and the
bias tuning fast speed. Two dual-loop tuning approaches are proposed. The first
simple approach illustrated in Fig. 3.5(a) involves starting the tuning with the bias
loop and relinquishing control to a fine resolution thermal loop to complete the tuning
if the bias loop is not successful. This allows for rapid tuning within the bias loop
range and minimum power consumption when the thermal tuning is activated. The
second coarse-fine method (Fig. 3.5(b)) involves taking coarse thermal steps equal
to the bias tuning range and fine tuning with bias until a successful lock is achieved.
This allows for a dramatic increase in tuning speed with even large variations, at the
cost of some power overhead due to the flexibility of the simple dual-loop to tune
negative mismatches.
3.1.3.1 Simple Dual-loop Tuning
A walk through the simple dual-loop tuning process as illustrated in Fig. 3.6,
starts with bias tuning, and when lock fails, the thermal loop is activated to finish
the tuning process. This allows for rapid tuning within the bias range using bias
tuning. It also has the potential for low power consumption since there is no power
overhead when the thermal loop is active. However, this tends to be slower due to
the slow speed of the thermal control for fine resolution.
3.1.3.2 Coarse-fine Dual-loop Tuning
As mentioned earlier, the coarse-fine dual-loop tuning utilizes both bias and ther-
mal schemes systematically. The process starts with a bias search, when lock is not
achieved, the thermal loop steps up by a magnitude equivalent to the bias tuning
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Figure 3.5: (a) Simple and (b) coarse-fine dual-loop tuning approaches
range. After the step, the bias loop is engaged again to fine search. This continues
till lock is achieved. This technique allows for a dramatic speed increase due to coarse
thermal steps, note the 5x smaller time axis in Fig. 3.7. The downside though is the
potential for more power consumption due to the relative tuning efficiency of both
loops.
3.2 Tuning Efficiency Model
In order to evaluate the tuning power efficiency and speed of the aforemen-
tioned wavelength stabilization techniques, a Matlab-based tuning model is devel-
oped. WDM systems employing between 5 − 20 rings with a 3.7THz free spectral
range (FSR) are modeled. These rings are designed with an 80GHz channel spacing
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Figure 3.6: Simulation result illustrating simple dual-loop tuning
Figure 3.7: Simulation result illustrating coarse-fine dual-loop tuning
to match an assumed comb laser source. In lieu of tuning a specific ring to an as-
signed wavelength, ring shuffling is employed to allow tuning to the nearest available
wavelength [16]. This is depicted in Fig. 3.8. The bias tuning is modelled with a
6.8µW/GHz efficiency and 0.28nm range, while the thermal tuning is assumed to
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have 10µW/GHz, a 77µs time constant, and sufficient tuning range to cover 5nmrms
variation. Table 3.1 summarizes the parameters used in the modelling analysis.
Table 3.1: Tuning model parameters
Parameter Value
Free Spectral Range (FSR) 3.7 THz [21]
Channel Spacing 80 GHz
Bias Tuning Efficiency 6.8 µW/GHz [53]
Thermal Tuning Efficiency 10 µW/GHz [17]
Thermal Time Constant 77 µs [21]
Bias Tuning Range 0.28 nm [53]
Data Rate per Channel 10 Gb/s
Number of Runs 1000
Photonic Ring Type Carrier injection
Figure 3.8: Ring re-shuffling
To begin with, a set of carrier-injection microring resonators with desired reso-
nances and fabrication tolerances are assumed. Random wavelength shifts are added
to the resonance wavelength. A statistical distribution of the wavelength drift is
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shown in Fig. 3.9. The optical source assumed is a comb laser with 80 GHz channel
spacing. Each ring is tuned to the closest available laser channel and when suc-
cessful the tuning power and tuning speed is calculated. The average tuning power
and speed over a 1000 Monte Carlo runs is then reported. The results are discussed
below.
Figure 3.9: Distribution of λ mismatch for one ring
As shown in the tuning power versus wavelength mismatch results of Fig. 3.10,
thermal tuning consumes the most power for smaller mismatch standard deviations
(< 2.5nm), with 33% and 12% more power relative to the simple and coarse-fine dual-
loop tuning, respectively, for a 20 ring system with 1nmrms. The simple dual-loop
records the lowest power in that region. The coarse-fine dual loop tuning consumes
more power than the simple dual-loop tuning. This power overhead (Fig. 3.11) can
be attributed to the flexibility of the simple dual-loop to tune negative mismatches.
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With larger mismatches, all schemes display similar performance due to the thermal
tuning power dominating.
Figure 3.10: Tuning power for (a) thermal tuning (b) simple dual-loop tuning and
(c) coarse-fine dual-loop tuning
Figure 3.11: Coarse-fine/simple dual-loop tuning power overhead
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It is also observed that the tuning power for all three techniques scales linearly
with the thermal tuning efficiency as can be seen in Fig. 3.12. As integrated ring
heater technologies are advancing, post processing techniques such as undercutting
will make for lower thermal tuning efficiencies which will translate to lower power.
Figure 3.12: Tuning power for 20 rings at 2.5nmrms
The simple dual-loop tuning records similar numbers to the thermal tuning in
terms of speed due to a single bias sweep followed by thermal tuning. The spread in
the curves of the simple dual-loop is because more thermal tuning needs to be done
for fine resolution. The potential of the coarse-fine dual-loop technique is highlighted
in the Fig. 3.13 tuning speed results, with as much as a 16X improvement (Fig. 3.14)
in speed observed at the same resolution due to the fine tuning achieved with the
high-speed bias tuning. Due to only a single bias sweep with the simple dual-loop
approach, its tuning speed is similar to thermal-only tuning.
The tuning speed depends heavily on the thermal time constant. Smaller thermal
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Figure 3.13: Tuning speed for (a) thermal tuning (b) simple dual-loop tuning and
(c) coarse-fine dual-loop tuning
Figure 3.14: Coarse-fine/simple dual-loop tuning power speed-up
time constants will produce faster tuning times. As seen in Fig. 3.15, as the thermal
time constant approaches the bias tuning time constant, all three methods record
similar tuning speed numbers.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Tuning speed vs thermal time constant for 20 rings at 2.5nmrms (b)
Coarse-fine/simple dual-loop tuning power speed-up vs thermal time constant
3.3 Summary
The importance of resonance wavelength stabilization schemes cannot be overem-
phasized in silicon photonics and optical links for that matter. This section examined
the different types of tuning methods available.
The proposed dual-loop tuning approach discussed in this section is seen to have
superior tuning efficiency metrics compared to traditional thermal only tuning. It is
evident from the modelling results obtained that, dual-loop tuning scheme allows for
dramatic improvements in power efficiency with small variations and tuning speed
over a wide variation range, providing the potential for rapid tuning of large ring
count systems with minimal power overhead.
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4. SILICON RING RESONATOR TUNING IMPLEMENTATION
The design objectives for the various blocks that comprise the tuning loop shown
in Fig. 2.13 depend strongly on the specific function of the block. The ultimate
goal is to design circuits that consume the least power and occupy as small an area
as possible. This section looks at the circuit implementation of the various blocks
shown in the tuning block diagram. Measurement results from both transmitter and
receiver tuning implementations are also presented and discussed.
4.1 Tuning Blocks Design
4.1.1 Reference DAC
The reference DAC as the name suggests is used to generate the reference voltage
used in the reference search tuning algorithm. It is a resistor ladder DAC with 6-bit
control. As can be seen in Fig. 4.1, the three least significant bits (LSBs) are decoded
into 8 bits and used to control the column of the ladder. In similar fashion, the three
most significant bits (MSBs) are also decoded into 8 bits and used to control the rows.
There is unity gain buffer at the output of the DAC to provide drive capability.
The DAC comprises 1kΩ resistors connected in series that effectively divide the
supply voltage into 26 equal voltages. Using the right selection of row and column
bit controls, the corresponding voltage to an input bit combination is tapped to the
input of the unity gain buffer which is then copied to the output. Fig. 4.2 shows the
stair case transfer characteristics of the reference DAC.
4.1.2 Thermal DAC
The thermal DAC is a current DAC. The thermal control from the tuning FSM
is a 12-bit word. The 8 LSBs are resolved into a 1-bit sigma-delta control. Hence
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Figure 4.1: Reference DAC
Figure 4.2: Reference DAC transfer characteristics
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the thermal DAC itself is a 5-bit input DAC as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Thermal DAC with sigma-delta control
Figure 4.4: Thermal DAC transfer characteristics
The 4 MSBs provide course steps and the 1-bit sigma-delta control enables some
sort of fine step capability. With a reference current, each ith branch produces
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current which is 2i times the reference current. The currents are summed up and
delivered to the integrated heater. Fig. 4.4 shows the output current curve of the
thermal DAC with a linear input binary ramp.
4.1.3 Current-injection (Bias) DAC
In order to linearize the bias control, the bias DAC is designed to have a nonlinear
response that counteracts the nonlinear I-V characteristics of the ring diode device.
The DAC comprises a 3-bit segmented nonlinear DAC which forms the MSB control
and a 6-bit linear R-2R DAC making the LSB control. This yields an effective 9-bit
nonlinear voltage DAC. Fig. 4.5 shows the schematic diagram of the bias DAC. The
bias DAC also has a unity gain buffer at its output to provide drive strength.
Figure 4.5: Current-injection DAC [4]
The non-linear transfer curve of the DAC is presented in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Current-injection DAC transfer characteristics
4.1.4 TIA
In transmitter side tuning, a low bandwidth TIA such as a tunable resistor (Fig.
4.7) is used to convert the current from the monitor PD into voltage for the com-
parator input.
Figure 4.7: TIA
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4.1.5 Peak Detector
It is common place for most TIAs employed in high speed receivers to have some
form of offset-correction feedback. This makes it difficult to tune to the average
optical power in dynamic mode. Hence for receiver side tuning, a peak detector
shown in Fig. 4.8 is placed after the TIA to sense the peak power which is then
compared with the reference to decide in which direction to tune the ring. The peak
detector is reset by a delayed version of the comparator clock.
OUT
1V
IN
Figure 4.8: Peak detector
4.1.6 Comparator
The dynamic comparator used for the tuning loop is the double tail voltage sense
amplifier by Schinkel et. al in [12]. As shown in Fig. 4.9, the Schinkel latch has
less stacking than the conventional latch hence allows for low voltage operation.
Furthermore, the double tail configuration enables input and latch stage currents to
be independently set, this reduces offset.
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Figure 4.9: Low voltage Schinkel sense amplifier [12]
However, the comparator requires complementary clock signals. This makes it
sensitive to skew. A current DAC is therefore used to control the offset in both arms
of the input stage. The sense amplifier is followed by a conventional SR latch shown
in Fig. 4.10.
4.1.7 FSM
The digital FSM is used to control the tuning process of the rings. It takes
the comparator output and averages it to decide wither to increase or decrease the
tuning DACs in order to achieve lock. To do the averaging, two 18-bit thresholds -
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Figure 4.10: SR latch
TH1 and TH2 - which can be controlled dynamically are used. When the number of
comparator ‘1’s is greater than TH1, the tuning DACs are increased. The converse
occurs when the number of comparator ‘1’s is less than TH2. Two different thresholds
are defined to make for random noise in the system. Once an initial lock is achieved,
which means that the power level at the ring output is equal to the initial reference
voltage level, the FSM steps up the reference level, and tries to re-achieve lock by
changing the tuning DAC code. The step is repeated until the maximum output
power at the drop port is reached, which means that the ring has been successfully
tuned. The FSM can be programmed to operate in either through port or drop port
mode by setting the appropriate control bits.
When used in a WDM system, the FSM operates based on a time division mul-
tiplexing principle. Rings are tuned systematically from the closest to the input
laser source to the farthest. However, at the cost of increased area, the FSM can be
extended to simultaneously tune all channels at the same time by doing a dedicated
averaging for each channel. The FSM logic was implemented using verilog and the
optimized code was synthesized in the 65nm CMOS technology. The synthesized
layout shown in Fig. 4.11 occupies an area of 13.2nm2.
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Figure 4.11: Synthesized FSM layout
4.2 Transmiter Tuning Implementation
The transmit-side tuning was implemented in two versions; the first version used
pulse width modulation (PWM) for the thermal control whereas in the second ver-
sion, the thermal control was executed using sigma-delta modulation (SDM).
PWM generates a square wave whose symmetry is controlled in linear fashion by
an input signal compared with a slowly varying triangular or saw-tooth wave. As
seen in Fig. 4.12, for the same number of bits, SDM produces far less ripples than
PWM due to its noise shaping characteristics. Using SDM therefore will reduce the
amplitude of ripple noise on the output of the thermal DAC. This can be attributed
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Figure 4.12: PWM vs SDM comparison
to the noise shaping characteristics of the SDM.
For the transmitter side tuning, the through port of the MR was monitored using
a monitor PD and using a low-bandwidth tunable resistor TIA, the input current
was converted into voltage which was compared with a predefined reference.
Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 show Cadence simulation results verifying the functionality
of the transmit-side static tuning loop. Starting at an initial high value, the MR
output power reduces gradually as the reference DAC steps down to find the optimal
minimum point that will yield maximum extinction ratio. In like fashion, the thermal
DAC output current reduces as the reference DAC steps down. Note that the error
between the final reference DAC value and the ring output power is due to the finite
loop gain of the tuning loop.
4.2.1 Experimental Results
Version 1
In the first version IC, carrier-injection ring modulators were used for the photonic IC.
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Figure 4.13: Transmitter through port tuning simulation result
Figure 4.14: Simulated thermal DAC (a) current and (b) averaged output in TX
through port tuning
The ring heater with a sheet resistance of 800Ω/2 was realized by doping the silicon
at the same step as the p-i-n junction formation. Since carrier-injection modulators
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were used, it was possible to implement both bias and thermal based tuning.
Figure 4.15: Ring output spectra for various heater biases
The measured resonance wavelength drifts as the ring heater bias was varied is
presented in Fig. 4.15. A tuning efficiency of 23µW/GHz was obtained. Fig. 4.16
shows a high speed more energy efficient fine bias tuning. The tuning range measured
was 0.3nm with a tuning efficiency of 6.8µW/GHz.
Version 2
The second version of the TX used depletion mode ring modulators with a radius
of 7.5µm and a Q-factor of ∼ 5000. Bias based tuning is not efficient in depletion
mode devices hence only thermal tuning was implemented. The ring heater had a
resistance of 1kΩ. The static tuning was successfully demonstrated and presented in
Fig. 4.17.
In order to verify the dynamic tuning operation of the loop, an adjacent ring
resonator heater is modulated with a voltage ramp to cause some temperature fluc-
tuations as shown in the block diagram in Fig. 4.18
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Figure 4.16: Optical output at through port during bias tuning
Figure 4.17: Static thermal tuning
With modulated data applied to the ring, it is observed that the optical eye open-
ing suffers severely as the thermal tracking is disabled due to the effect of resonant
wavelength shift. As seen in Fig. 4.19, a healthy optical eye opening is obtained
when thermal tracking is enabled and the thermal fluctuations are suppressed.
With a 2V thermal DAC dynamic range, ∼ 0.8nm wavelength tuning range was
achieved. The power breakdown for the tuning loop is summarized in table 4.1. This
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Figure 4.18: Dynamic thermal tuning block diagram
Figure 4.19: Dynamic thermal tracking
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translates to a tuning efficiency of 51µW/GHz.
Table 4.1: Thermal tuning power breakdown
Block Power
Thermal DAC 5mW
FSM @ 100MHz 150µW
Comparator 4.5µW
Reference DAC 18.7µW
Total 5.17mW
4.3 Receiver Tuning Implementation
In implementing the receive-side tuning, the drop-port of the ring filter is mon-
itored using a waveguide PD to ascertain if the ring resonance is precisely aligned
with the input laser wavelength. Unlike the transmit-side tuning, due to the offset-
correction feedback loop in the high-speed receiver TIA shown in Fig. 4.20, average-
power-based tuning is not feasible. A peak detector is therefore placed at the output
of the TIA to sample the peak ring output power at a clock frequency of the FSM
clock as shown in Fig. 4.21. Moreover, the RX FSM slightly differs from the TX
FSM in that, it also monitors to see if there is actual modulation data on the channel
before tuning commences.
Static drop-port tuning functionality was also verified via Cadence simulation. As
shown in Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 , the optical ring output power increases as the reference
voltage steps up until the optimal power that yields the maximum extinction ratio
is reached.
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Figure 4.20: High speed receiver [4]
Figure 4.21: Receiver side tuning block diagram
4.3.1 Experimental Results
Using microring drop filters of radius 5µm and a Q-factor of ∼ 18000, the drop-
port power was sampled using the peak detector to make a decision whereas through-
port power was monitored using a power meter to verify the resonant wavelength
stabilization.
Fig. 4.24(a) illustrates the measured drop filter through-port response at different
thermal DAC current bias levels. A tuning range of 0.7nm is achieved over 2mA
dynamic range of current. Fig. 4.24 verifies static receive-side drop-port tuning.
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Figure 4.22: Simulated receiver drop-port static tuning
Figure 4.23: Simulated thermal DAC (a) current and (b) averaged output in RX
drop-port tuning
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Figure 4.24: Measured MR drop filter spectra (a) at different thermal biases and (b)
showing loop locking
The ring drop filter which is initialize at 1335.4nm is wavelength locked to 1336.0nm
using the automatic tuning loop.
4.4 Summary
In this section we discussed the different circuit components used to implement
the reference search based tuning algorithm in silicon. The key consideration in the
design of the various blocks was low power and area consumption. Simulation results
for the various blocks were shown to verify their correct operation.
The implementation of both transmit-side through port tuning and receive-side
drop-port tuning were also described in this section. Our simulation and measure-
ment results showed that the loop architecture operated according to design and
achieved acceptable tuning ranges. Both static and dynamic tuning were succesfully
demonstrated for the TX tuning. However only static tuning has yet been shown for
the RX tuning. Table 4.2 summarizes the performance of the transceiver tuning as
compared with recent state-of-the-art implementations. Further testing will be done
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to demonstrate dynamic tuning for the receive-side.
Table 4.2: Comparison of tuning performance
Liu [54] Sun [55] This Work
JSSC 2012 VLSI 2014 TXv1 RX TXv2
Technology 40nm CMOS 180nm CMOS 65nm CMOS
Microring Type Depletion Depletion Injection Depletion
Data Rate (Gbps) 10 5 5 25
Tuning Scheme
Manual
Thermal
Thermal
Dual-bias/
thermal
Static
Thermal
Dynamic
Thermal
Tuning Range (nm) 0.75 0.5
0.3 Bias
1.7 Thermal
0.7 0.8
Tuning Power (mW) 6.4 0.43 ∗
0.34 Bias
6.94 Thermal
4.0 5.17
∗Excludes power consumption of the integrated heater
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Optical interconnects proffer an attractive alternative to mitigate I/O bandwidth
limitations and frequency dependent channel loss issues in traditional high speed
electrical interconnects. Silicon photonics is a key enabler of optical I/O technology.
Silicon microrings with their small footprints and high contrast ratios form an integral
part of silicon photonics. By leveraging CMOS monolithic integration technologies,
it is conceivable that their ability to offer distance independent communication will
lead to their commercial adoption in the near future.
However, resonance wavelength drifts are a major obstacle in the deployment of
these high-Q devices in ring resonator based nanophotonic interconnects. This thesis
has examined the sources and effects of microring non-idealities. The two major
causes of resonance wavelength drift are identified as fabrication and manufacturing
imperfections and dynamic drifts that arise from ambient temperature fluctuations.
A study of existing resonance wavelength control algorithms was done.
The newly dual-bias/thermal tuning system presented in Section 3 based on the
reference search algorithm is compared against conventional thermal tuning for car-
rier injection ring resonators using a statistical model. This dual-loop tuning scheme
allows for dramatic improvements in power efficiency with small variations and tuning
speed over a wide resonance wavelength mismatch variation range. It also provides
the potential for rapid tuning of large rings count I/O systems with minimal power
overhead.
The tuning loop was fabricated in GP 65nm CMOS technology in two versions of
ICs. Both transmit-side tuning and receiver-side tuning were experimentally verified.
The first version of the TX tuning which employed carrier-injection ring resonators
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achieved a thermal tuning efficiency of 23µW/GHz over a tuning range of ∼ 1.7nm
and bias tuning efficiency of 6.8µW/GHz across a 0.3nm tuning range. The second
version of the TX used depletion mode microring modulators. As presented in Section
4, both static and dynamic tuning operations were demonstrated. The thermal
only tuning consumed a total power of 5.17mW while convering a tuning range of
∼ 0.8nm. The receiver side tuning was also verified experimentally for static tuning.
A tuning range of 0.7nm was achieved over a 2mA dynamic range of current.
Going forward, the commercial use of optical I/O will majorly be dependent
on the ability of high speed electrical I/O to scale and meet bandwidth and loss
requirements of next generation communication links. Area, power and economic
cost will ultimately be deciding factors in the adoption of silicon photonic technology.
5.1 Future Work
Future work to be done involves demonstrating dynamic tuning mode with mod-
ulated data for receive-side tuning. The course-fine dual loop tuning approach is yet
to be implemented in silicon. This also has to be done to verify modeling results
for speed and power efficiency. Finally, the FSM may be scaled to simultaneously
stabilize the resonance wavelength of all channels.
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